PLY GEM PROMISE: Ply Gem is a 75-year leader in pioneering performance home exteriors, with a superior warranty for exactly the home you want for decades to come.
FENCE WITH STYLE
FENCE THAT LASTS

You need a fence with style, but you also need a fence that lasts — one that can go the distance. That’s Woodland Select™. Our new variegated premium fence colors can enhance the look of any home. Their rich colors and natural looking variegation mimics beautiful, hand-stained cedar — but without any of the time-consuming maintenance. Durable, weatherable and beautiful, Woodland Select is the fence every great home deserves.

LASTING BEAUTY
BACKED FOR LIFE

• The beautiful look of wood without the upkeep or expense
• A sustainable fencing option — no need to paint, stain or replace rotted boards damaged by water or insects
• Available in picket, privacy, ranch rail and railing*
• Routed construction means it looks great from any angle
• Supported by nationwide service and distribution
• Backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty

Due to printing limitations, product colors may not be exactly as shown.

| Natural Cedar | Redwood | Aged Cedar | Weathered Cedar | Chestnut Brown |

*Ranch Rail only available in Weathered Cedar. See price sheet for order details.
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